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Abstract

In productivity analysis, many studies have used real value-added function for estimating

productivity. These studies have made explicit or implicit assumption that real value-added

function exists. As real value-added is the residual of real gross output from real intermediate

input through the double deflation method, the existence of real value-added function is not

guaranteed automatically. In order to test this, we have used an additively strong separability

test. We could not accept the existence of real value-added function from the data of 32

industries during the period of 1981-2002 in Korea. This means that it is more appropriate to

use gross output based productivity rather than value-added based one.

In addition, in order to identify the contribution of IT investments, we have decomposed

capital stock into IT capital stock and non-IT capital stock. We have failed to find the evidence

that IT capital has increased productivity in the entire economy which supports the Solow

(1987) paradox. However, when we decomposed the industries by IT capital intensity, there

is a significant contribution of IT capital to gross output in the highly IT capital intensive

industries. This phenomenon is related to the substitution elasticity between IT capital and

non-IT capital.
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I . Introduction

Most empirical studies of productivity or production relationships have used the aggre-

gate index of heterogeneous inputs. For example, capital is composed of several heterogeneous

capitals: building and structure, machinery, vehicles, and so on. However, these individual

capitals are combined as a single entity, simply by summing them into the aggregate index.

The real value-added can be also considered in this respect. It is the aggregate index of

heterogeneous inputs: capital and labor. In the real production process, output is made by the

inputs of capital, labor and intermediate materials. But the real value-added is assumed to be

independent of the input of intermediate materials; that is, it is the function of only capital and

labor. This assumption is referred to as the separability of real value-added from gross output.

If this assumption is not accepted, the studies based on the real value-added might be incorrect

and, instead, gross output as a measure of output is the proper concept. We have used the data

of the 32 Korean industries and estimated the transcendental logarithmic (translog) gross

output production function through the random e#ect model for the separability test.

In estimating production function, we have found that IT capital has contributed to the

output production very little, and at times this contribution is even negative. Solow (1987) first

noticed this trend, therefore it is called the Solow Paradox. It is believed that Information

Technology has changed the production technology very much and that it has increased

productivity. However, we cannot find any evidence supporting this belief.

The use of IT capital varies a great deal among industries. In general, it is used intensively

in service sectors and IT producing sectors. Therefore, we divided the entire economy into

several groups according to the level of IT intensity. We then estimated the contributions of IT

capital separately for each group. We have found that there is no Solow Paradox in the

industries which are highly IT capital intensive. Further, it seems to be related to the

substitution elasticity between IT capital and non-IT capital.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we have estimated gross output

production function and tested separability. In Section III, we have estimated the contribution

of IT capital, and Section IV concludes the paper.

II . Separability Test in Gross Output Production Function

The existence of the real value-added function is the basic assumption of the productivity

analysis based on the real value-added accounting. That means that the real value-added

function should not be a#ected by the change of intermediate inputs. The productivity analysis

based on the real value-added does not consider the intermediate input. So, if the function is

variant with the change of the intermediate inputs, the result of that analysis cannot be

significant and it would be more appropriate to use the gross output production function which

takes into account the intermediate input rather than the real value-added production function

which does not. In this section, we will test the existence of the real value-added function in

the form of additively strong separability by using a panel data of 32 industries over the period

of 1981-2002.
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1. Estimation of Gross Output Production Function

The translog gross output production function can give the second-order approximation

of any twice di#erentiable production function (Berndt, 1990). It is a flexible functional form

because there is no restriction in the substitutability between inputs. The general translog gross

output production function with five inputs can be specified as follows:

log Q� log b0�S
5

i�1

bi�log Xi�
1

2
�S

5

i�1
S
5

j�1

bij�log Xi log Xj (1)

where X1�K, X2�IT, X3�L, X4�E, X5�M denotes non-IT capital stock, IT capital stock,

labor input, energy input, and other intermediate material inputs respectively.

Eq.(1) can be estimated by both the economy-wide aggregate data and the sectoral data.

When we use the economy-wide data, we can estimate production function through Zellner

(1962)’s Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) technique. The number of coe$cients we will

estimate is 31, which can be reduced to 21 using the symmetry condition. We usually generate

share equations by di#erentiating log Q by log Xi(i�1, 2, ..., 5). There would be four

independent share equations.1

Si�bi�S
5

j�1

bij log Xj i�1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (2)

(Si: share ratio of i th input)

S bi�1, bij�bji, S
j

bij�0 (3)

We can estimate the coe$cients through SUR using these four equations (SUR1). We can

also estimate the coe$cients through SUR using the same four equations, along with another

equation, the original production function (SUR2),2 which can reduce the standard errors.

We have used the data of Pyo (2003) for the non-IT capital input and the data of Ha and

Pyo (2004) for the IT capital input. Since Pyo’s data includes both IT capital stock and non-IT

capital stock, we have to subtract IT capital stock from Pyo’s capital stock in order to obtain

non-IT capital stock. Because our IT capital stock is the quality-adjusted one, we cannot

directly subtract it from Pyo’s capital stock. Therefore, we have estimated nominal non-IT

capital stock by subtracting the nominal IT capital stock from the nominal Pyo’s capital stock,

and then we deflated it using implicit investment deflators. For the labor input, we have used

the raw data file of the Survey Report on Wage Structure from the Ministry of Labor. Since

this data does not include agriculture and government sectors, we had to use Economically

Active Population Statistics for these two sectors. We have attached a table of reclassification

of industries in Appendix.

The estimation results are shown in Table 1.

We can estimate the production function using the sectoral data.3 As there can be an

1 Because the sum of the share ratios should be 1, one equation is redundant.
2 Yuhn (1991) have suggested this possibility, but we cannot reduce standards errors of most coe$cients.
3 We have attached the table of classification of industries in Appendix.
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individual sector-specific e#ect in each data, this e#ect should be removed. In order to do it,

we can use either the fixed e#ect model or the random e#ect model (Greene, 2003). The

former removes the e#ect by dummy variables and the latter by stochastic error terms.

In estimating gross output production function through the fixed e#ect model, we have

used the following translog production function.

log Qit�S
5

k�1

bk log Xk
it�

1

2
S
5

k�1
S
5

l�1

bkl log Xk
it log Xl

it�ai�eit (4)

t�1981, 1982, ......, 2002, i�1, 2, ....., 32

where X1�K, X2�IT, X3�L, X4�E, X5�M denotes non-IT capital stock, IT capital stock,

labor input, energy input, and other intermediate material inputs respectively. ai is the dummy

variable reflecting the specific e#ect in each industry i and ei reflects the net e#ects of the

variables not included.4

The formula for estimation through the fixed e#ect model can be represented by the

following equation:

4 We have not included time dummies, because there was no time e#ects (F(20,631)�5.5011�F0.95�1.57)

when we estimated the equation with industrial dummies and time dummies together.

T67A: 1. EHI>B6I>DC D; TG6CHAD< GGDHH OJIEJI PGD9J8I>DC FJC8I>DC

SUR1 SUR2

b1 0.1124*** (0.0083) 0.1113*** (0.0087)

b2 0.0920*** (0.0021) 0.0888*** (0.0022)

b3 0.2905*** (0.0066) 0.2745*** (0.0064)

b4 0.1923*** (0.0084) 0.2082*** (0.0087)

b5 0.3127*** (0.0088) 0.3172*** (0.0990)

b11 0.0273*** (0.0033) 0.0320*** (0.0034)

b22 0.0049*** (0.0004) 0.0050*** (0.0004)

b33 �0.0403*** (0.0025) �0.0348*** (0.0024)

b44 0.0483*** (0.0035) 0.0536*** (0.0036)

b55 �0.0403*** (0.0076) �0.0558*** (0.0123)

b12 �0.0194*** (0.0007) �0.0188*** (0.0008)

b13 0.0010 (0.0023) 0.0001 (0.0024)

b14 �0.0170*** (0.0025) �0.0176*** (0.0026)

b15 0.0081** (0.0032) 0.0043 (0.0152)

b23 �0.0092*** (0.0006) �0.0085*** (0.0006)

b24 0.0153*** (0.0009) 0.0143*** (0.0009)

b25 0.0084*** (0.0008) 0.008 (0.0055)

b34 0.0271*** (0.0021) 0.0224*** (0.0020)

b35 0.0213*** (0.0019) 0.0209*** (0.0039)

b45 0.0024 (0.0035) 0.0226*** (0.0026)

*: significant at 10% level

**: significant at 5% level

***: significant at 1% level

(standard error in parenthesis)
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y�Xb�Da�e (T�22, n�32) (5)

where yi is the logarithm of gross output, Xi is the logarithm of each input or their

cross-product, and i(T�1) is [1 1 ... 1]

The estimator Eq. (6) and the estimated asymptotic variance of b Eq. (7) are

b«Fixed�[X�MD X]�1[X�MD y]

MD�I�D (D�D)�1 D� (6)

Est.Asy.Var[b«Fixed]�s2[X�MD X]�1 (7)

In the random e#ect model, we have used random error ui and constant term a instead of

the dummy variable ai in the fixed e#ect model. So, we have the composite error term hit�ui

�eit.
5 We assume the industry di#erence term ui distributes randomly. We also assume that

the two error terms follow the the general OLS assumptions and that there is no correlation

between them.

The covariance matrix of each industry and the entire model are:
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(8)

and

W�In�S (9)

where s2
e and s2

u denote the variance of eit and ui, respectively.

Since S is unknown, we have first estimated it in the pooling model and then used the

procedure of feasible GLS. The estimator of b is

b«Random�[X�W«�1 X]�1[X�W«�1 y] (10)

The estimation results are shown in Table 2.

The di#erence among industries in the fixed e#ect model can be captured by ai’s.

Therefore, we can test the existence of di#erence using the homogeneity test. The test statistic

is

F(n�1, nT�n�K)� (R2
Fixed�R2

Pooled)�(n�1)

(1�R2
Fixed)�(nT�n�K)

(11)

5 Since we could not have found the time e#ects in Random Model considering individual and time e#ects

simultaneously by the LM test (X2(1)�0.05�X2
0.95�3.84), we have not included the error term which is related to

time.
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and we have rejected the hypothesis that there is no di#erence among industries (F(31,652)�
113.9�F0.95�1.46).

We can use Lagrange Multiplier Test (Breusch and Pagan, 1980) for the homogeneity test

among industries in the random e#ect model. The test statistic is

LM� nT

2(T�1)

�
�
�

T 2 ē� ē

e�e

�
�
�

2

� X2(1) (12)

and we have also rejected the hypothesis (X2(1)�2428�X0.95(1)�3.84).

When deciding whether the fixed e#ect model or the random e#ect model is more

appropriate for our purposes, we can examine several viewpoints. The fixed e#ect model has

the disadvantage of losing the degrees of freedom because it introduces dummy variables.

However, in addition to e$ciency issue, we have to consider the specification problem. The

random e#ect model has to make a further assumption that there is no correlation between

regressors and errors. Otherwise, there can be inconsistency in estimates. We can apply the

Hausman Test (Hausman, 1978) to decide which model is more valid. The Hausman statistic

16 The coe$cients of industrial dummies are -8.13,-8.54,-9.30,-9.05,-9.28,-9.30,-9.04,-8.64,-9.20,-9.25,-9.05,-9.39,-

9.13,-9.20,-9.63,-9.35,-9.13,-9.38,-9.27,-9.20,-9.14,-8.85,-8.48,-8.22,-8.56,-8.50,-8.02,-8.30,-7.85,-8.58,-7.88 and -8.08

from the first industry to the 32nd industry. All are statistically significant at 1% level.
17 The constant term is -8.93, which is statistically significant at 1% level.

T67A: 2. EHI>B6I>DC D; GGDHH OJIEJI PGD9J8I>DC FJC8I>DC L>I= P6C:A D6I6

Fixed E#ect Model16 Random E#ect Model17

b1 0.8594*** (0.1380) 0.6710*** (0.0602)

b2 	0.1770* (0.0983) 	0.1746*** (0.0437)

b3 0.5184** (0.2441) 0.2855*** (0.1027)

b4 0.5854*** (0.1970) 0.7675*** (0.0849)

b5 0.5469** (0.2228) 0.8397*** (0.0938)

b11 0.0122*** (0.0045) 0.0165*** (0.0020)

b22 	0.0001 (0.0031) 0.0025 (0.0014)

b33 0.0250*** (0.0092) 0.0371*** (0.0038)

b44 0.0550*** (0.0067) 0.0528*** (0.0028)

b55 0.0593*** (0.0091) 0.0642*** (0.0040)

b12 0.0086 (0.0097) 	0.0031 (0.0043)

b13 	0.1215*** (0.0250) 	0.0917*** (0.0107)

b14 	0.0874*** (0.0167) 	0.0900*** (0.0073)

b15 0.0333* (0.0176) 0.0219*** (0.0078)

b23 0.0210 (0.0165) 0.0212*** (0.0074)

b24 	0.0151 (0.0120) 	0.0046 (0.0052)

b25 0.0032 (0.0139) 	0.0012 (0.0062)

b34 0.0089 (0.0244) 	0.0013 (0.0105)

b35 	0.0832** (0.0360) 	0.1256*** (0.0153)

b45 	0.1582*** (0.0297) 	0.1641*** (0.0120)

R2 0.9912 0.8356

R2�adj 0.9905 0.8308

*: significant at 10% level

**: significant at 5% level

***: significant at 1% level

(standard error in parenthesis)
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is

W�(b«Fixed�b«Random)�Y«�1(b«Fixed�b«Random) (13)

where Y«�V[b«Fixed�b«Random]

and we cannot reject the hypothesis that there is no correlation between regressors and errors

(X2(20)�17.35�X2
0.95�31.41). Therefore, we have come to the conclusion that the random

e#ect model is more appropriate for our purpose, but we have used both models in the

following analysis.6

2. Separability Test

In calculating the real value-added, many national statistical agencies have used the

double deflation method. In the double deflation method, nominal values of gross output and

of intermediate input are deflated by gross output price and intermediate input price indices

respectively.7 This method is equivalent to making a strong assumption about the production

function. When we use the double deflation method, real value-added production function can

be represented as following:

Y�Q�(E�M) (14)

where Y denotes value-added, Q denotes gross output, E denotes energy input, and M denotes

intermediate input, respectively, where all values are real.

Using this formula, we can represent gross output as

Q�Y�(E�M)

�Y(K, IT, L)�H(E�M) (15)

where K, IT, L, E and M denote non-IT capital stock, IT capital stock, labor input, energy

input, and other intermediate material inputs respectively.

Compared with the general gross output function, Q�F(K, IT, L, E, M), Eq.(15) has put

a restriction on the form of the gross output production function. In other words, it assumes

the production function which is separable between the two categories of inputs, one being K,

IT, and L and the other being E and M. This form of separability is referred to as additively

strong separability.8 By testing the validity of using this form of production function, we want

to find which is more correct, the value-added productivity, or the gross output productivity.

Berndt and Christensen (1973) tested the separability for the first time using the flexible

quadratic functional form, the translog function. They suggested the weak separability

condition; Allen partial elasticities between the factors in the separable group and in the other

group should be equal. Denny and Fuss (1977) have criticized that Berndt and Christensen

(1973)’s test is a joint test of the separability and the form of function and they suggested the

approximation test. It assumed that translog production function is just the second-order

6 The acceptance of the random e#ect model does not mean the rejection of the fixed e#ect model (Baltagi,

2001). Moreover, Hausman and Taylor (1981) suggested the correlation test for parts of the regressors, but we

will not go further for our practical purpose.
7 Sims (1969)
8 Chambers (1988)
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approximation of real production function, rather than the exact production function. The

approximation test has excluded the condition of the form of production function. They have

also used the translog cost function as a duality of translog production funtion for the

separability test. Many other studies9 have used the translog cost function. The cost function

approach has the advantage of reducing the possibility of multicollinearity among inputs

which might occur in the production function approach. However, the possibility of multicol-

linerarity exists not only among inputs but also among input prices. Furthermore, the quality

of data in input prices might be inferior to the quality of inputs themselves. Therefore, in our

paper, we have used the production function approach.

By extending the proposition 5 in Denny and Fuss (1977), we can defind the following

separability condition.

(Proposition)

If b14�b15�b24�b25�b34�b35�0 in Eq.(1), then the translog gross output production

function can be the separable production function as Eq.(16)

log Q�Y(log K, log IT, log L)�G(log E, log M) (16)

For the test of the separability, we have used the F-statistic and Wald statistic.10

F� 1

J
(Rb�q)�[RV«R�]�1(Rb�q)�� F(J, nT�K)

W�(Rb�q)�[RV«R�]�1(Rb�q)�� X2(J)

where V«denotes the variance of b, J denotes the number of restrictions, K denotes the number

of coe$cients, n denotes the number of equations in each year, and T denotes the number of

years.

As seen in Table 3, we cannot accept the hypothesis of separability in all three models;

SUR, the Fixed E#ect Model, and the Random E#ect Model.

Although it is usually assumed that real value-added function exists and is invariant to

intermediate inputs, we can not accept the separability hypothesis like many other studies in

the US.11 From these results, it may be inferred that the productivity analysis based on real

value-added might be incorrect and it is more appropriate for the productivity measurement to

9 Berndt and Wood (1975), Norsworthy and Malmquist (1983), and Yuhn (1991)
10 Greene (2003)
11 Berndt and Christensen (1973,1974), Berndt and Wood (1974), Denny and Fuss (1977), and Yuhn (1991)

T67A: 3. T=: R:HJAIH D; I=: S:E6G67>A>IN T:HI

F-Test Wald Test

SUR F(6,95)�9.8983�F0.95�2.19 X2(6)�46.997�X2
0.95�12.59

Fixed E#ect Model F(6,652)�7.4145�F0.95�2.10 X2(6)�44.487�X2
0.95�12.59

Random E#ect Model F(6,683)�38.732�F0.95�2.10 X2(6)�232.39�X2
0.95�12.59
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use gross output as an output measure.

There are two possible reasons for this surprising result, which is common in relevant

studies. First, the explanatory variables in the estimation equations are not perfectly exoge-

nous. Since they are determined endogenously at the firm or industry level, they are likely to

move together. Second, the test is conducted under the implicit assumption about the

functional form of the production function. Although the translog production function is one

of the most flexible functional forms, our approach tests translog function hypothesis as well

as separability hypothesis at the same time. These two possible reasons will be treated in future

studies by alternatively testing cost functions with more flexible function.

III . The Contribution of IT Capital Stock

1. The Solow Paradox

Solow (1987) proposed the productivity paradox showing no correlation between the

development of the IT industry and productivity in the United States. It indicates that the

development of IT industry has made many changes in production process, but any improve-

ment in productivity may not be found. After his proposition, many studies have confirmed the

paradox in several countries.

This is also true in Korea as no large contribution of IT capital to gross output in the

estimation of production function has been found yet. As seen in Table 2, the coe$cients of IT

capital ( b2) are 0.0888 in SUR, -0.1770 in the fixed model, and -0.1751 in the random e#ect

model, respectively. This is smaller than the coe$cient of non-IT capital ( b1), 0.1113, 0.8594,

and 0.6787. Moreover, the values of the panel data model are negative. This is di$cult to

interpret because this means that gross output decreases as IT capital input increases. As a

result, we can conclude that there is no IT-using e#ect, as it coincides with the Solow paradox.

Even if we divide the periods into two, 1981-1994 and 1995-2002, we cannot obtain the

result that IT-capital is e$ciently used in the production process. Even if we exclude the Asian

crisis periods (1997, 1998), the result has not been changed (Table 4).

2. Di#erences in the use of IT

As described in Ha and Pyo (2004), the IT capital intensities di#er drastically between

sectors. Even compared to non-IT capital, the di#erences are great. Therefore, the IT-using

e#ects may di#er with each other. To consider these di#erences, we divided all of the sectors

T67A: 4. IT C6E>I6A EA6HI>8>IN D; GGDHH OJIEJI >C 1981-1994 6C9 1995-2002

1981-1994 1995-2002
1995-2002

excluding 1997, 1998

Fixed E#ect Model
0.1918

(0.1310)

�0.6185***
(0.1923)

�0.5490***
(0.1970)

Random E#ect Model
0.3969***

(0.0589)

�0.4072***
(0.0554)

�0.3720***
(0.0586)

***: significant at 1% level (standard error in parenthesis)
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into high-intensity sectors and low-intensity sectors, and divided them further into manufac-

turing sectors and service sectors.12 The average IT-capital intensities in the four categories in

the year 2002 were 0.0126 (low-intensity manufacturing sectors), 0.0581 (high-intensity

manufacturing sectors), 0.0044 (low-intensity service sectors), and 0.0872 (high-intensity

service sectors). The high-intensity service sectors, which contain most of the service sectors,

use the IT-capital most intensively.13 The high-intensity manufacturing sectors, which are

composed of the IT-manufacturing sectors and others, use the IT-capital heavily as well. With

this division, we estimated the translog gross output production function. The results follow in

Table 5.

We have found that the larger the IT-capital intensity, the larger the IT-capital elasticity

of gross output. Also, we have found that only a service sector which has large IT-capital

intensity has the IT-using e#ect. This means that because not all of the sectors have the IT

e#ect, we cannot find the IT-using e#ect by using the data of the entire economy. This fact is

further clarified by the correlation between the IT capital elasticities of gross output and the

IT capital intensities in each sector. This can be seen in Figure 1.

In order to find the cause of the di#erence in IT capital use between sectors, we have

calculated the Allen Partial Substitution Elasticity between IT capital and non-IT capital. It

has a positive value when both capital are substitutes, but a negative value when they are

complements. Specifically, if the value is above one, their substitutability is said to be elastic.

The formula of the Allen partial elasticity of substitution between i, j inputs is:

eij�
bij�Si Sj

Si Sj

14

12 The low-intensity manufacturing sectors are 3,4,5,6,10,11,13,14,16,19,21 and the high-intensity manufacturing

sectors are 7,8,9,12,15,17,18,20. The low-intensity service sectors are 22,26,29,32 and the high-intensity service

sectors are 23,24,25,27,28,20,31.
13 Mun and Nadiri (2002) have also found the same tendency in US data.
14 bij are calculated by the estimation of the translog cost function through SUR and Si, Sj are share ratios of i, j

inputs, respectively.

T67A: 5. IT C6E>I6A EA6HI>8>IN D; GGDHH OJIEJI 6C9 I=: IT C6E>I6A ICI:CH>IN

Sector
IT-capital

Intensity
SUR

Fixed E#ect

Model

Random E#ect

Model

Manufacturing

Entire
0.0177***

(0.0021)

�0.3935***
(0.1058)

�0.3405**
(0.0164)

Low
0.0469***

(0.0008)

�0.5358***
(0.1203)

�0.4910***
(0.0074)

High
0.0309***

(0.0019)

�0.4399*
(0.2439)

�0.3057***
(0.0363)

Service

Entire
0.1364***

(0.0043)

0.5319**
(0.2585)

0.4383***
(0.0603)

Low
0.0486***

(0.0031)

�1.1401***
(0.4268)

�1.1219***
(0.1019)

High
0.0596***

(0.0054)

0.6270*
(0.4338)

0.5673***
(0.0346)

*: significant at 10% level

**: significant at 5% level

***: significant at 1% level

(standard error in parenthesis)
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The elasticity of substitution between non-IT capital and IT-capital is 6.1231, which

means that both capital are substitutes for each other. This fact can be the reason of a time lag

in introducing IT capital as an input. If the substitutability is large, it takes longer time to use

a new type of capital until the old capital deteriorates away.15

However, when we divide the entire economy into four categories according to the IT

capital intensity as described earlier, this substitutability fades out in the high IT capital

intensity sectors. The entire service sector, many sectors of which use IT capital intensively,

shows the complementarity (-2.3559) between both capitals. Moreover, high IT-capital

intensity manufacturing and service sectors also show complementarity, -0.4973 and -7.1807,

respectively.

Therefore, it seems that the sectors which have negative elasticities use IT capital

intensively and the ones which have positive elasticities do not use IT capital as heavily. It can

be compared with the study of the international di#erences in IT capital use (Dewan and

Kraemer, 2000), which has described the reason as the di#erences in infrastructure between

developing and developed countries.

15 David (1990)

F><. 1. IT C6E>I6A EA6HI>8>IN D; GGDHH OJIEJI 6C9 I=: IT C6E>I6A ICI:CH>IN

T67A: 6. AAA:C P6GI>6A EA6HI>8>IN D; SJ7HI>IJI>DC 7:IL::C K, IT, 6C9 L

Sector
IT Capital

Intensity
eK, IT eK, L eIT, L

Entire 6.1231 0.9195 1.6504

Manufacturing

Entire 9.8759 1.8963 7.6968

Low 6.7663 1.0214 14.1880

High �0.4973 2.1907 8.6284

Service

Entire �2.3559 0.5657 3.4526

Low 2.7442 0.0285 6.3028

High �7.1807 0.6586 7.7547
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Second, the elasticity of substitution between labor and IT-capital is greater than the one

between labor and non-IT capital in all the categories. It shows that there can be an

unemployment problem along with the introduction of IT capital, especially of unskilled

workers. As the IT-industries develop, they may hire within themselves, but may also have the

displacement of labor e#ect by the IT-capital. Therefore, the relative sizes of these two e#ects

determine the total e#ect on labor by using IT capital. In the case of Korea, the e#ect is

negative, that is, using IT capital can reduce the employment. Considering the growth of IT

capital use accelerated by the decrease of the price of IT capital, the unemployment can occur

in manufacturing sectors, which have greater substitution elasticities between labor and IT

capital if the manufacturing sectors begin to use IT capital in full-scale.

IV . Conclusion

In this paper, we have tested the existence of real value-added function using the random

e#ect model, which can consider the specific e#ect of sectors. In other words, we have tested

the validity of real value-added as an aggregate index of heterogeneous inputs. This is

important in choosing which output measure we should use. The separability assumption has

not been accepted. Therefore, we have concluded that gross output is a more appropriate

concept than is real value-added.

We have found following results from the estimation of production function. First, the

contribution of IT capital to the output is very small or negative in the entire economy.

However, di#erent results came out when we estimated them separately according to the IT

capital intensity, especially in the service sectors. This means that IT capital has been used

e#ectively in sectors using IT capital intensively. Second, IT capital usage is determined by the

ways of production. That can be shown by the substitutability of non-IT capital and IT capital.

The high IT capital intensity sectors have the complementarity between both capitals and the

low intensity sectors have the substitutability between them. This means that there may be

wide IT capital use after already invested non-IT capital deteriorates.

The productivity paradox, that is, there is no improvement in productivity even though

the IT technology is widely used, can occur because there is a large di#erence in the usage of

IT capital between sectors. So, if the IT capital is used in more and more sectors, the paradox

can be solved. The IT capital-using e#ect contains the factors which are di$cult to measure,

other than the e#ects mentioned above. Actually, IT technology has made changes in the entire

economy and is expected to do so in the future. Therefore, if all these factors are included, we

can solve the productive paradox more definitely.
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AEE:C9>M. IC9JHIG>6A CA6HH>;>86I>DC >C ICEJI-DJIEJI T67A:H

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

1 agriculture and fishing 1-38 1-37 1-34 1-30 1-30

2 mining 39-58 38-51 35-50 31-45 31-45

3 food 59-98 52-91 51-93 46-88 46-86

4 textile, apparels, leather 99-130, 196
92-128,

197, 315
94-124 89-119 87-117

5 wood
131-133,

135-138

129-131,

133-135
125-130 120-125 118-123

6 paper allied 139-148 136-145 132-142 136-134 124-132

7 printing and publishing 149-151 146-148 143-145 135-138 133-136

8 coal and petroleum products 186-194 186-195 177-187 139-149 137-147

9 chemicals 152-185 149-185 146-176 150-173 148-171

10 rubber and plastic 195, 197, 198 196, 198-199 188-193 174-179 182-177

11 stone, clay, glass 199-213 200-215 194-209 180-195 178-193

12 primary metal 214-236 216-237 210-231 196-216 194-214

13 fabricated metal
237-242,

244-247
239-248

232-237,

239-245
217-227 215-225

14 machinery 248-261 249-266 246-264 228-246 226-245

15 computer and peripherals 277 282 265-267 269-270 268-269

16 electrical machinery
262-274,

278

267-278,

283
268-280

247-254,

271-275

246-253,

270-274

17 electric components 279-284 284-288 286-293 255-262 254-261

18
sound, video, communication

equipment

285-286,

275-276

289-290,

279-281
281-285 263-268 262-267

19 instruments 300-303 304-307 294-297 276-281 275-280

20 transportation equipment 287-299 291-303 298-311 282-295 281-294

21
furniture and misc.

manufacturing

304-312,

243, 134

308-314, 316,

132, 238

312-317,

238, 131
296-305 295-304

22 construction 313-333 324-342 325-341 313-329 312-328

23 electricity, gas, water 334-340 317-323 318-324 306-312 305-311

24 trade 341 343-344 342-343 330-331 329-330

25 hotels and restaurants 342-343 345-346 344-345 332-333 331-332

26 transportation, storage 344-356 347-360 346-358 334-346 333-345

27 communication 357-359 361-363 359-360 347-349 346-349

28 finance, insurance 360-363 364-367 361-365 352-356 352-357

29 real estate 364-366 368-370 366-368 357-359 358-360

30 business services 382-385 371-375 369-375 360-369 361-371

31 social and personal services
368-381,

386-393
378-399 378-402 372-399

350-351,

374-401

32 government 367 376-377 376-377 370-371 372-373
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